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Dodd: The Wrecking Business on the Florida Reef, 1822-1860

THE WRECKING BUSINESS ON THE
FLORIDA REEF * 1822-1860
by DOROTHY DODD
“There is scarcely a day, from that lone
and distant Tortugas, where we are now erecting a fortification, that you may not see, in the
business season, from one hundred to one hundred and fifty square-rigged vessels entering
and clearing from the Gulf. . ." 1
The Gulf of Mexico is a great inland sea with
two outlets, the Canal de Yucatan between Yucatan and Cuba, and the Straits of Florida between
Cuba and Florida. Because of the adverse winds
and currents that prevail in the former for eight
months of the year, and especially that part of the
year when the great ante-bellum cotton crop was
moved to market, sailing ships never attempted to
make the outward passage through the Yucatan
Pass. Consequently, the commerce of the western
ports, of New Orleans and Galveston, Apalachicola
and Mobile, passed through the Florida Straits.
Likewise, shipping from Central America, from
Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, and the western

*NOTE - Few subjects in Florida’s long history stir a greater
interest than does wrecking-almost the only industry of South
Florida for several decades after its final cession. Many tall
tales about the wreckers have come down to us. Were they little
better than pirates, as they were classed by some; or were they
honest, hard-working, highly skilled and under-paid mariners?
Several contemporaneous and apparently reliable narratives (especially one in a recent issue of this Quarterly) give a general
picture of the business and the men; but these indicate a considerable foundation in fact as a source for some of their tales.
A large amount of documentary evidence survives in the court
records and elsewhere relating to the business and its many
ramifications. What do these trustworthy documents tell the
historian with his sieve? Dr. Dodd gives us an answer here. - Ed.
1. S. R. Mallory in the U. S. Senate, Feb. 21, 1859, Congressional
Globe, 35th Cong., 2d sess., pt. 2, p. 1190. For the story of
the fortification, see Albert Manucy, “The Gibraltar of the
Gulf of Mexico,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XXI, 301-331.
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coast of Cuba, rather than take the circuitous passage through the Caribbean, came up through the
Yucatan Pass and the Florida Straits on its way to
the eastern seaboard of North America and the
ports of Europe. 2
Logwood and cochineal from Campeche, pimiento,
coffee, and rum from Jamaica, molasses and sugar
from Cardenas and Matanzas, and a steady stream
of cotton from the American gulf ports, flowed
through the Straits to New York, Baltimore, and
Boston, to London, Liverpool, and Havre, Marseilles
and Genoa, Hamburg and St. Petersburg. And
flowing back was an equally steady stream of general merchandise, provisions, and luxury goods for
the merchants and planters of the Gulf region. 3 As
the western back country developed, the commerce
of the Gulf increased in volume. In the late 'fifties
it was estimated that the value of ships and cargoes
annually passing through the Florida Straits was
between three and four hundred million dollars. 4
The Straits through which this vast traffic poured
are about 80 miles wide between Key West and
Havana, but narrow to some 45 miles between Cape
Florida and the Bahamas. Defining the Straits on
their north and west are the Florida reef and keys.
The Florida keys, proper, are a chain of low islands
extending in the form of a flat crescent for about
145 miles. They stretch from Virginia Key, opposite Miami, to the Marquesas Keys, about 25 miles
west of Key West. Some 40 miles west of the Marquesas are the Dry Tortugas. The keys are skirted
on the side next to the Straits by the great reef,
2. Congressional Globe, 35th Con., 2d sess., pt. 2, p. 1190.
3. For a list of vessels in distress in the Florida Straits, 18441846, their cargoes and ports of departure and destination,
see S. Rep. 242, 30th Cong., 1st sess. [512], pp. 98-105.
4. William Marvin, A Treatise on the Law of Wreck and Salvage (Boston : Little, Brown, 1858), p. 2.
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which runs nearly parallel with them for their entire
length, at a distance of some four to six miles. The
reef itself consists of shoals and ledges of sand,
rocks, and coral, lying from one to 20 feet beneath
the water. At some points it crops out and appears
as dry islets. Between the reef and the keys is
Hawk channel, which affords safe navigation and
a secure anchorage to small vessels. The current
of the Gulf Stream, or Florida Stream, as it was
sometimes called, begins off the Tortugas and runs
in an eastward and northward direction through
the Straits, its velocity increasing as the channel
narrows. 5 It sets up a strong eddy, whose current
runs southwestwardly, sweeping the Florida reef.
Vessels bound into the Gulf that were becalmed
or had a master unacquainted with the direction of
the eddy were almost certain to be piled up on the
reef. 6 Yet ships entering the Gulf hugged the Florida shore to avoid the Gulf Stream. Outward bound
vessels likewise kept to the Florida shore, for the
Florida reef was regarded as less perilous than the
ironbound coasts of Cuba and the Bahamas. 7 But
the curved shape of the channel, which required continual changes of course, the strength and irregularity of the current, frequent gales, and inadequate
lights and charts, 8 all conspired, in pre-steam days,
to make the navigation of the Straits so hazardous
that, in 1849, the insurance rate on vessels bound
into the Gulf of Mexico was the same as for those
bound around the Horn to Valparaiso. 9
5. Ibid., p. 1; H. Doc. 12, 31st Cong. 2d sess. [598], pp. 107-

110; H. Doc. 26, 32d Cong., 1st sess. [638], pp. 146-147.
6. Lawrence Furlong, American Coast Pilot (Newburyport,
Mass. : Edmund M. Blunt. 3d ed., 1800), p. 122; H. Doc. 158,
25th Cong., 3d sess. [347], p. 17.
7. S. Doc. 30, 30th Cong., 2d sess. [531], p. 10.
8. Marvin, Wreck and Salvage, p. 2; H. Doc. 26, 32d Cong., 1st
sess. [638], p . 4 5 7 .
9. The rate was 1 1/2 percent. The rate to Rio de Janeiro was
1 percent, to San Francisco and Canton, 1 3/4 percent. S.
Doc. 30, 30th Cong., 2d sess. [531], p. 2.
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T HE F I R S T W R E C K E R S

The Calusa Indians, pre-Columbian inhabitants of
South Florida, were the first Florida wreckers.
Their plundering of wrecked vessels and slaughter
of stranded seamen soon lent a new connotation to
the name los Martires, or “the Martyrs,” as Ponce
de Leon had fancifully christened the Florida keys
in 1513. 10 In the eighteenth century the Calusa were
confined to the keys, where from Matecumbe, Key
Vacas, and Key West, they preyed on the commerce of the Straits. This savage monopoly was
finally broken in 1763, when the last remnants of
the Calusa were taken to Cuba and enslaved. 11
At some time prior to 1790, turtlers and fishermen
from the Bahama islands fell heir to the Calusa
monopoly. They were regarded as pirates by the
Spaniards, and doubtless some of their practices
were piratical. 12 But in general, wrecking was a
well organized, systematic, and legal business. “The
usual custom in fitting out these small craft on a
wrecking and turtling voyage (for they are usually
combined),” writes Vignoles, “is upon shares: the
merchants of Nassau are chiefly the proprietors of
the vessels, into which a few barrels of pork and
biscuit are put, the crews being supposed able to
subsist themselves by fishing and hunting, and these
crews are composed of the pilots and fishermen of
the islands." 13
10. “. . . because the high Rocks, at a Distance, look like Men

that are suffering, and the Name has fitted them well on
Account of the many that have since been cast away.” Antonio de Herrera y Tordesillas, The General History of the
Vast Continent and Islands of America. . . Trans. by Capt.
John Stevens (London: Jer. Batley, 1725, 6 vols.) II, 35.
11. Frederick Webb Hodge, Handbook of American Indian North
of Mexico (Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 30,
Washington, 1907, 2 vols.), I, 195.
12. Arthur Preston Whitaker, Documents Relating to the Commercial Policy of Spain in the Floridas. . . (DeLand, Fla. :
Florida State Historical Society, 1931), pp. 137, 139.
13. Charles Blacker Vignoles, Observations upon the Floridas
(New York: E. Bliss & E. White, 1823), p. 125.
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The location of wrecking stations, or points of
rendezvous; was determined partly by their proximity to the more dangerous portions of the reef,
partly by the availability of good harbors and fresh
water-factors which later were to control American
settlements on the keys. The favorite station was
Key Tavernier, because of its command of Carysfort 14 Reef, the most perilous spot on the great
reef, 15 and its nearness to anchorage and water at
Upper Matecumbe. Key Biscayne, to the north, and
Key Vacas and Key West, to the south and west,
also were frequented by the New Providence men. 16
Wrecked goods and vessels were taken into Nassau, where salvage was adjudicated in the British
admiralty court. After deduction of court fees and
numerous colonial charges, a salvage of from 50
to 75 percent was usually awarded. The owner
of the wrecker customarily received one half of the
salvage. The other half was distributed among captain and crew in a predetermined ratio. By the
time the United States acquired the Floridas, some
50 to 60 vessels, and more than 500 New Providence
seamen, were regularly employed in wrecking. The
business was said to be the chief economic support
of the town of Nassau, and to bring in a colonial
revenue of 15,000 annually. 17
After the change of flags in 1821, the lucrative
nature of this business, both to the government that
controlled it and to individuals engaged therein, at14. Named for the British ship Carysford, lost there in October,
1770. See Thomas Jefferys’map, “The Coast of West Florida and Louisiana, the Peninsula and Gulf of Florida or
Channel of Bahama with the Bahama Islands,” 1775.
15. For a list of locations of losses on the reef, 1844-1848, see
S. Doc. 5, 31st Cong., 1st sess. [553], page 90.
16. Vignoles, Observations, pp. 118, 125; Furlong, op. cit., pp. 116,
119; Andrew Ellicott, Journal . . . (Philadelphia : Thomas
Dobson, 1803), pp. 246, 255.
17. Vignoles, Observations, pp. 125, 126; H. Rep. 189, 30th Cong.,
1st sess. [524], p. 13.
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tracted the attention of private speculators and territorial officers alike. John W. Simonton, a New
Jersey merchant with business connections in the
South and Cuba, 18 on December 20, 1821, purchased
the claim of Juan P. Salas to the island of Key West
for $2,000. Probably as pre-arranged, Simonton
at once sold three undivided one-fourths of the
claim to four business associates, and the proprietors took possession of the island January 19,
1822. 19 Even before the transfer of title from Salas
to Simonton had been effected, the latter began to
agitate for Key West to be made a port of entry.
“It is the only eligible situation for a depot of
wrecked property on the whole coast of Florida,”
he wrote from Havana, December 7, 1821, to Smith
Thompson, Secretary of the Navy. It would be a
good place for a naval depot and, if it should be
made a port of entry, as it ought to be, “warehouses will be immediately erected, under the direction of merchants regularly established there." 20
By an Act of May 7, 1822, the Congress designated
that part of the Florida coast from Cape Sable to
Charlotte Harbor as the collection district of Key
West; establishment of a port of entry therein was
left to the discretion of the President. 21 Before the
year was out, Key West was made the port of entry,
and a collector was appointed. 22
Vignoles, who made a reconnaisance of the east
coast of Florida in the spring of 1822, 23 while con18. Jefferson B. Browne, Key West, the Old and the New (St.
Augustine: The Record Co., 1912), p. 199.
19. H. Rep. 189, 30th Cong., 1st sess. [524], pp. 8, 15, 22; Florida Historical Records Survey, Spanish Land Grants in Florida (Tallahassee, Fla. : State Library Board, 1941, 5 vols.),
V, 83-90. The dates in Browne, op. cit., p. 7, are incorrect.
20. H. Rep. 189, 30th Cong., 1st sess. [524], p. 13.
21. 3 U. S. Statutes at Large, 684.
22. U. S. Senate, Executive Journal, III, 312, 313.
23. Olinthus J. Vignoles, Life of Charles Blacker Vignoles (London: Longmans, Green, 1889), p. 88.
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ceding that Key West was probably the best place
for a naval depot on the keys, advocated a military
and customs depot at Old Matecumbe. 24 No official
action was taken on this suggestion, but in 1825
Jacob Housman, a wrecking captain from Staten Island, purchased the improvements of two squatters
on Indian Key, just south of Upper Matecumbe. 25
He developed there a small settlement which subsisted almost entirely upon wrecking.
Key West and Indian Key were for many years
the chief American wrecking settlements, although
there were settlements of lesser importance at Key
Vacas and Cape Florida, or Key Biscayne. Vignoles mentions “Lewis, Hegan, and Pent, respectable pilots at Cape Florida." 26 who were members
of families that had squatted near Miami river
some 8 to 12 years earlier. 27 When and by whom
Key Vacas was settled does not appear from the
“evidence available, but the island was purchased
in 1827 by Charles Howe. 28 Howe was a resident
of the keys until after the Civil War, and it is quite
possible that he promoted the settlement that flourished at Key Vacas until the 1840’s.
Meanwhile the Legislative Council of the new territory was clamoring for Federal regulation of
wrecking. Spurred on, perhaps, by the fact that
some of its members were shipwrecked during their
passage from St. Augustine to Pensacola to attend
its first session, 29 the Council, in 1822, asked the
Congress “to provide some law upon the subject
24. Vignoles, Observations, pp. 124, 127.
25. Vincent Gilpin, “Florida’s Indian Key,” The Rudder, vol.
LI, no. 10 (Oct., 1935), p. 59 ; H. Rep. 798, 30th Cong., 1st
sess. [527], p. 6. I am indebted to Prof. A. J. Hanna for
the reference to Gilpin’s article.
26. Vignoles, Observations, p. 13.
27. Florida Historical Records Survey, Spanish Land Grants in
Florida, III, 207, 208.
28. Ibid., pp. 99-101.
29. Pensacola Gazette, Feb. 19, 1825.
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of wrecking at the Peninsula of Florida, which is
now in the hands of foreigners . . . and is frequently
made the pretext for piracy and smuggling." 30 As
this request went unheeded, the Council, in 1823, addressed to the President a memorial in which it
advocated the closing of the wrecking grounds to
Bahama vessels, a reduction of the customary tariff
in the case of dutiable wrecked goods, and provision
of some machinery, less “tedious and expensive"
than the process of an admiralty court, for the
prompt determination and award of salvage. 31 The
Council sought to implement the last proposal by
the passage of an act that was to arouse the wrath
of the nation’s commercial and insurance interests.
The territorial wrecking act of July 4, 1823, provided that salvors of wrecked property brought into
the territory must immediately report it to the nearest justice of the peace or notary public. The
officer receiving the report was required to summon a jury of five persons, which, after investigating the circumstances of the wreck and salvage,
was to make a written award specifying the amount
of salvage allowed and whether payable in kind
or from the proceeds of sale. The officer was further required to see that the award of the jury was
carried into effect, and to transmit a certified copy
to the clerk of the Superior Court of the district in
which the property was landed. It was the duty
of the clerk to take charge of the owner’s part of
the property or proceeds, if the owner was not represented at the place of arrival, and to advertise it
once a month for 12 months in a newspaper of the
territory. Unclaimed property, after a year and a
day, reverted to the salvor, except for 10 percent
30. H. Doc. 53, 17th Cong., 2d sess. [78], p. 7.
31. “Memorial. The legislative council of Florida to the President of the United States,” n. d. MS in Florida State Library.
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payable to the territory. All costs were at the expense of the property, and a tax of 3 percent was
levied for the use of the territory. 32
The Legislative Council did not attempt, because
obviously it had not the power, to legislate on the
subjects of duties and the prohibition of American
waters to foreigners. American seamen, however,
took the latter matter into their own hands. Vessels
from the North Atlantic ports started making
wrecking voyages to the Florida Straits as early as
1822. 33 The Providence wreckers declared that they
would never leave the reef until driven off by armed
force ; 34 the Americans were resolved to force all
foreigners from the Florida coasts. Under the circumstances, it is hard to accept Governor DuVal’s
statement, qualified though it is, that, “No violence
was, it is believed, committed.” To gain their end,
says DuVal, the American wreckers “avoided all
amicable association with the foreigners, refused to
furnish provisions or aid them in any manner, threw
every possible obstacle in their way, enforced vigorously the revenue laws of the United States, relating to foreign vessels in our waters . . . and adopted
many other expedients extremely vexatious to those
against whom they operated." 35 The struggle was
decided in favor of the Americans by the Act of
March 3, 1825, which declared subject to seizure and
condemnation any vessel engaged in wrecking on
the Florida coast which took property, salvaged
within the jurisdiction of the United States, to a
32. Florida (territory), Acts, 1823, pp. 128-132.
33. Vignoles, Observations, p. 127. In 1824 a wrecking company,
with a capital stock of $2,500, was formed in St. Augustine
with the intention of keeping “one or more vessels upon the
ground in the fall.” Pensacola Gazette, Sept. 4, 1824.
34. Vignoles, Observations, p. 126.
35. William P. DuVal to E. Livingston, Oct. 7, 1831. S. Rep.
242, 30th Cong., 1st sess. [512]), p. 94.
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foreign port. Such property was required to be
brought to an American port of entry. 36
Under this act, wreckers must perforce take salvaged property into Key West, or make the long
voyage up to St. Augustine. Convenience had already dictated the former course. Gross duties paid
on merchandise entered at Key West increased from
$389 in 1823 to $14,108 in 1824. 37 According to Richard Keith Call, then territorial delegate in Congress, Federal revenue received between August,
1824, and March, 1825, exceeded $35,000, and more
than $5,000 was due the territory under its wrecking law. 38 The latter figure indicates that wrecked
property to the annual value of at least $233,000 was
pouring into Key West. The earliest statement
found of the actual value of salvaged property
brought into the port was made by John W. Simonton in 1826. He stated that “from December, 1824,
to December, 1825, $293,353.00 of wrecked property
was sold there." 39
The wreckers were riding high. Every person
in Key West, except possibly those in the navy, 40
was interested in the business, and the territorial
law placed the adjudication of salvage entirely in
local hands. In the case of the cargo of the ship
Point a Petre, wrecked on Carysfort Reef in February, 1825, “The presiding magistrate was the
36. 4 U. S. Statutes at Large, 132, 133.
37. Pensacola Gazette, June 10, 1826.
38. Ibid., Apr. 9, 1825.
39. Ibid., June 3, 1826; Browne, op. cit., p. 209. But 1825 was an
unusually good year, for gross customs receipts were $67,337,
as contrasted with $33,995 in 1826, and $37,295 in the first
three quarters of 1827. American State Papers, Finance
(Washington: Gales & Seaton, 1859, 5 vols.), V, 677.
40. Even the navy was not above suspicion. The proprietors
of Key West early ran afoul of Commodore David Porter, in
command there, and they charged, in 1825, that he interfered in the sale of the cargo of the Calypso “from a desire
to speculate himself” H. Rep. 189, 30th Cong., 1st sess.
[524], p. 40.
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judge who condemned-the auctioneer who soldand the purchaser at the sale of some of the property." 41 Salvage awards ranged from 75 to 93
percent. “Special little is therefore left for the
underwriters,” runs one complaint in the New York
Mercantile Advertiser, “and that little will not be
easy for them to obtain from the holders of the
property on that Island, as it is not known in whose
hands it is deposited. No returns, (as required by
the law) have been made to the Clerk’s office of the
Superior Court” in St. Augustine. 42
The New York underwriters who insured the
Point a Petre countered by bringing suit in the
United States court of the South Carolina District
to recover 365 bales of cotton, awarded as salvage
and shipped to Charleston by the purchaser, David
Canter. The District Court held the court at Key
West to be of incompetent jurisdiction, on the
grounds that admiralty jurisdiction was vested in
the Superior Courts in Florida and that the Legislative Council had no power to confer such jurisdiction on an inferior court. 43 The Circuit Court
reversed this decision the next year. In 1828, the
Supreme Court upheld the validity of the Florida
law. The opinion, written by Chief Justice John
Marshall, stated that the Superior Courts were not
constitutional courts in the meaning of Article III
of the Constitution, and hence did not, and could
not, possess exclusive admiralty jurisdiction. 44 This
decision, while of great significance in regard to the
constitutional status of territories, was, by the time
it was handed down, only of academic interest so far
as wrecking was concerned.
Late in 1825, the Superior Court at St. Augustine
41. Pensacola Gazette, Aug. 20, 1825.

42. Quoted in ibid., Dec. 3, 1825.
43. Ibid., Aug. 20, 1825.
44. American Insurance Co. v. 365 Bales of Cotton, 1 Peters 511.
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followed the South Carolina District Court in declaring the Florida law unconstitutional. Jacob
Housman, having fallen out with “the gentlemen
of many avocations at Key West,” 45 brought goods
saved from the French brig Revenge into St. Augustine, but, instead of libeling the property in the
admiralty court, he proceeded under the territorial
law. The jury obligingly allowed him 95 percent
salvage. The French consul at Charleston, happening to be in St. Augustine, had the goods libeled
in the Superior Court. Judge Joseph L. Smith
found for the libelant, at the same time declaring
the territorial act invalid. 46 By the Act of February
1, 1826, the Congress annulled the Florida act. 47
While the legal battle between the wreckers and
the insurance companies was under way, the government was installing what was thought to be an adequate system of lights on the Florida coast. In 1824,
appropriations were made for lighthouses at Cape
Florida, on one of the Sambo Keys, and on the Dry
Tortugas, for a light vessel on Carysfort Reef, and
for beacons and buoys between the Tortugas and
the Florida coast. 48 When the sites were actually
chosen, however, the Sambo Keys were passed over
in favor of Key West. The Boston contractor for
the lighthouses sailed with materials in August,
1824, but was lost at sea. In spite of this disaster,
it was expected that the work would be completed
by June, 1825. 49 Construction apparently proved
more difficult than had been anticipated, and it was
not until February, 1826, that the lighthouses at
Cape Florida and on Whitehead’s Point, Key West,
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

Pensacola Gazette, Dec. 3, 1825.
Ibid.; ibid., Dec. 10, 1825.
4 U. S. Statutes at Large, 1938.
Ibid., p. 61.
Pensacola Gazette, Jan. 29, 1825; S. Doc. 17, 18th Cong., 2d.
sess. [109], p. 4.
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were completed. The light, on Garden Key, Dry
Tortugas, presumably was finished before the end
of the year. The structures were substantial conical
brick towers, each 65 feet high. 50 A beacon and five
buoys were installed at dangerous points. 51 The
light boat also took up her position at Carysfort,
but not before she had gone ashore near Cape
Florida and had been hauled off by wreckers. 52 In
1826, another appropriation was made for a lighthouse on one of the Sambos, or on Sand Key, 53 and
the light at the latter place was lit April 15, 1827. 54
The value of the light system was at once apparent,
and it was optimistically reported that, “Employment for the wreckers diminishes daily, and some of
them have left the wrecking ground." 55
There was little decrease in the amount of wrecked property brought into Key West, however, and
for want of a better method of settlement, a system
of arbitration was resorted to. Needless to say,
there was little, if any, decrease in the rates of
salvage allowed by the arbitrators. 56 The only recourse of the underwriters was to sue whenever
the salvor or purchaser of wrecked property was
unwary enough to come within the jurisdiction of
57
The Congress was fully aware
an admiralty court.
of the situation, and the Senate, in 1826, passed a
bill to establish an admiralty court at Key West.
50. Pensacola Gazette, Dec. 3, 1825; Apr. 15, 1826.
51. Ibid., Aug. 6, 1825.
52. Ibid., Sept. 24, 1825.
53. 4 U. S. Statutes at Large, 173.
54. Pensacola Gazette, May 25, 1827.
55. Ibid., July 29, 1826.
56. Ibid.; Aug. 4, 1826; Nov. 2, 1827.
57. Capt. Charles Johnson, “who has for some years past been
extensively engaged in the wrecking business on our coast,
has been arrested in New York, in a great number of suits
brought by the Insurance companies in that city, on the
grounds of the illegality of the proceedings at Key West.”
Quoted from the East Florida Herald in Pensacola Gazette,
Sept. 8, 1826. See also, ibid., Apr. 11, 1828.
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The House failed to pass the bill, probably because
the territorial delegate, Joseph M. White, could
not make up his mind whether or not it would be
politic to have such a court. 58 Simonton, the Key
West proprietor, favored it, and charged that opposition came largely from St. Augustine interests,
who hoped that the wreckers could be forced to
come into St. Augustine. 59 Memorials in favor of a
court went to the Congress from the Legislative
Council and from the wreckers themselves. 60 Finally,
by the Act of May 23, 1828, the Congress established
a Superior Court at Key West.
The new court was given a territorial jurisdiction
south of a line extending from Indian River to
Charlotte Harbor. In addition to the usual admiralty jurisdiction vested in such courts, the judge
was given the means to control wrecking by the
provision that no vessel should be employed as a
wrecker except under his authority, and that no
person should be employed on a wrecking vessel
who had made a collusive agreement with the master
of a wrecked vessel. 61 The provision for the licensing of wreckers, which was an innovation never
introduced in any other United States judicial district, seems to have been suggested by the more
responsible element at Key West. 62 It was continued in the 1847 act establishing a District Court
at Key West, with the additional stipulation that
the licensed vessel should be seaworthy and properly
58. Ibid., July 1, 1826.
59. Browne, op. cit., p. 210. This charge seems to be supported
by the letters of “Amicus Floridae,” picked up from the
East Florida Herald by the Pensacola Gazette, Aug. 4, Sept.
8, 1826.
60. Ibid., Jan. 26, Mar. 9, 1829.
61. 4 U. S. Statutes at Large, 292, 293.
62. Governor DuVal, after talking to Richard Fitzpatrick, of
Key West, on the subject of wrecking, advised the Legislative Council in 1825 that a law to license wreckers was desirable. Pensacola Gazette, Dec. 24, 1825.
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equipped for the business of saving shipwrecked
property. 63
James Webb, then residing in West Florida, was
appointed the first judge of the Superior Court at
Key West, a position which he held until his resignation in 1839, when he was succeeded by William
Marvin. The latter, who had served as United
States district attorney at Key West from 1835 until
his appointment as judge, remained on the bench
until 1863. 64 These two men, using firmly the statutory powers granted to them, transformed wrecking
into a well regulated business. When asked how
he controlled the wreckers, Webb once replied, “Oh
. . . that is easily done. If they commit any offense
against honor or justice, instantly I take from them
their licenses." 65 According to Marvin, “embezzlement of wrecked goods; voluntarily running a vessel aground under the pretense of piloting her ; colluding with the master of a vessel wrecked or in
distress; or corrupting him by an unlawful present
or promise,” had all been held good cause for withholding or revoking a license. 66 A less drastic control was the forfeiture of salvage, either in part or
in whole. 67
T HE

B USINESS

OF

W RECKING

Wrecking was a speculative business. The owners of wrecking vessels staked their capital on the
chances of participating in the salvage of profitable
wrecks; the crews wagered their time and lives. The
court sought to allow enough salvage to keep an
adequate number of wreckers on the Florida coast,
and yet not to attract more than were actually
63. Marvin, Wreck and Salvage, p. 5.
64. Pensacola Gazette, Sept. 30, 1828; Browne, op. cit., p. 210.
65. Charles Nordhoff, “Wrecking on the Florida Keys,” Harper’s

Magazine, XVIII (1859), 584.

66. Marvin, Wreck and Salvage, p. 5.
67. See ibid., pp. 226-237, for examples.
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needed. 68 The number of licensed wrecking vessels,
however, increased out of proportion to total salvage awards. There were 20 on the reef in 1835,
27 in 1851, and 57 in 1858, although salvage decreed
in the last year was less than twice that awarded
in 1835. 69 Many of the vessels were owned in New
York and Connecticut; they were manned by “down
Easters,” Bahama Conchs, and a scattering of
European seamen. They were fast-sailing, cleanrigged sloops and schooners, ranging from 10 to
100 tons in burden, with an average value of about
$2,500. 70 About half of them combined fishing for
the Havana market with the more uncertain business of wrecking. 71
One half of the total salvage allotted to a vessel
went to the owner. At least one commentator insisted that the owners sometimes operated at a loss.
During 1838, the year he was considering, total salvage of $34,578 was awarded. The share of the
owners of the 20 licensed wreckers could have been
only $17,289, or an average of $862 had every vessel
shared in the proceeds. Yet this writer estimated
the average annual expense of maintaining a
wrecker at $2,700. 72 A later writer, discussing
wrecking in 1847, stated that “the whole expense
68. Ibid., pp. 211, 212.
69. Ibid., p. 5; Browne, op. cit., p. 224; "Key West, Florida,”
Hunt’s Merchants Magazine, XXVI (1852), 54, reprinted in
Florida Historical Quarterly, vol. VIII, as “Key West and
Salvage in 1850.” All data as to salvage, number of vessels
saved, value of vessels and cargoes, and total expenses, given
here or later, are taken from the following : 1831-1840, Hunt’s
Merchants’Magazine, VI (1842), 292 ; 1841-1843, ibid., XXXII
(1855), 627 ; 1844-1847, ibid., XX (1849), 247 ; 1848-1857, Marvin, Wreck and Salvage, p. 2; 1858-1859, “Report of Committee of Immigration,” Florida Senate, Journal, 1872, p. 26.
70. S. Doc. 30, 30th Cong., 2d sess. [531], p. 10; H. Doc. 136,
32d Cong., 2d sess. [651/l], p. 764; John James Audubon,
Delineations of American Scenery and Character (New York :
G. A. Baker & Co., 1926), pp. 268-270.
71. Marvin, Wreck and Salvage, p. 5.
72. American Almanac, 1840, p. 276.
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of keeping up this business cannot be short, in actual
money paid out, of $100,000." 73 This could hardly
have been true, for with the exception of 1846, annual salvage awards had not reached $100,000 during the preceding 10 years, and in the very year
of which he wrote, the total was only $50,854. For
the 16-year period, 1844-1859, the average annual
salvage was $114,378, and by the end of that period,
as already noted, 57 licensed wreckers were in
operation. Undoubtedly, the margin of profit would
have been extremely small had the proceeds been
divided evenly between all licensed wreckers. For
some owners, however, there were indirect profits.
As merchants and owners of wharves and warehouses, they derived commissions, fees, and profits
from handling the ships and goods brought into
Key West by the wreckers.
The other half of the salvage was divided among
the crew. If the vessel was over 30 tons burden,
the master received three shares, the mate two, the
cook (who was frequently a Negro) one and a quarter, and ordinary seamen one each. In vessels between 12 and 30 tons burden, the master received
only two shares, while in smaller vessels he and
the crew shared alike. Boys under 18 years of age
drew half shares. Divers shared according to the
value of their services. Except for subsistence, salvage shares were the sole compensation of master
and crew on a purely wrecking voyage. Wages were
sometimes paid on a mixed fishing and wrecking
venture; in such cases a seaman was entitled to
salvage shares in addition to his wages. 74 The largest shares ever decreed by the court in the period
under consideration, except to a few divers in the
case of the Isaac Allerton, were $188 to the salvors
73. Hunt’s Merchants’ Magazine, XVIII (1848), 553.
74. Marvin, Wreck and Salvage, pp. 253, 254.
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of the ship Mississippi in 1840. Between 4 o’clock
in the afternoon and 6 o’clock the next morning, 39
men from three wrecking vessels transshipped 30
tons of cargo and threw overboard 60 tons of stone
ballast in order to heave the Mississippi off Looe
Key. The ship Isaac Allerton sank in five fathoms
of water in 1856. Most of the cargo was saved “by
divers, who, without any artifical apparatus, and in
the natural way, dived into the hold of the ship,
and fastened a line or rope to the several boxes and
packages, by which they were afterwards hauled
up." 75 One diver received $769, and six received
$500 each, but the average shares awarded to the
more than 400 persons who worked off and on for
six weeks in saving the cargo were only $50. 76
A competitive element in wrecking was recognized
by a rule of the court that wreckers should be admitted to assist at a wreck in the order in which
they arrived. The first boarder was required to
hand a copy of his wrecking license and the court’s
rules of wrecking to the master of the wrecked vessel. The latter had the right to refuse all assistance,
or to employ any vessel he chose to help him, but
in the event that he indicated no choice, the first
wrecking vessel on the scene enjoyed priority. Its
master was known as the wreck-master, and directed salvage operations. Other salvors could be
excluded from the wreck so long as the first-comers
had the necessary means to save the property. 77
In the case of important wrecks, however, it was
usually necessary to permit all comers to assist, for
it was hardly possible for a single small wrecking
vessel to render all necessary assistance to a wrecked ship.
75. Ibid., p. 219.
76. Ibid., pp. 215, 219.
77. Ibid., pp. 252, 339, 340.
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It took eight wrecking vessels, employing 92 men,
to get the ship Sierra Nevada, off Crocus Reef in
1858. The cargo of the ship America, 78 lost on the
Tortugas in 1838, was salvaged by 12 vessels carrying 120 men. Fifteen vessels and 152 men were
employed in salvaging the cargo of the ship Crown,
lost on Ajax Reef in 1857. It required four wreckers to get the brig Lexington off Pickles Reef in
1835, and the same number to heave the ship Hector
off Great Conch Reef in 1832. 79 The obvious advantage of cooperative effort under such circumstances led to the practice of consortship, peculiar
to the Florida wreckers.
A consortship was simply an agreement of partnership between the owners or masters of two or
more wrecking vessels. It could be made for a
definite or an indefinite period of time, or merely
with reference to a particular wreck. If of the
latter type, it was not considered binding upon the
court, although it was usually carried into effect if
the provisions concerning distribution of salvage
seemed fair. 80 When a consortship covered more
than a particular wreck, however, it was an enforceable contract. The schooner George Washington was consorted with the sloop Globe, “man for
man & ton for ton,” at the time the latter assisted
in getting the Mississippi off Looe Key. For her
services the Globe received $5,522.49. Although the
George Washington rendered no service to the
Mississippi, Judge Marvin ordered that $2,455.64
of the Globe’s share of the salvage be paid to her
consort. The wreckers could enter into such con-

78. This is the wreck described in Nordhoff, “Wrecking on the
Florida Keys,” loc. cit., pp. 577-586.
79. Marvin, Wreck and Salvage, pp. 213-221.
80. Ibid., pp. 250, 251.
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tracts as they liked, Marvin said, but the court
would enforce them. 81
Ordinarily a vessel consorted with other wreckers
took care to inform them when a wreck had occurred. The schooner Hester Ann, John H. Geiger,
master, and the schooner Caroline, John Wood, master, were in Key West when they heard of the
wreck of the ship James north of Cape Florida in
1836. They sailed at once, but ran out into the
Gulf to inform the schooner Amelia, James Andrews, master. The Amelia, in turn, informed the
fourth member of the consortship, the schooner
Splendid, Richard Roberts, master. When the four
schooners arrived at the wreck, their combined
crews cooperated in loading them, all four vessels
staying on the scene until the last had a full load.
In 16 hours the 38 members of the crews, assisted
by eight men hired from the James’crew, broke out,
transshipped, and restowed 519 bales of cotton. For
their services the four wreckers were awarded $12,313.55, which was 40 percent on the cargo saved. 82
The salvage was distributed under the standing rule
in such cases, “ton for ton, and men according to
tonnage." 83
No remuneration was allowed for the saving of
life, 84 yet the severest critics of the wreckers conceded that they made it their first concern to save
the lives of passengers and crew. “To the praise
of the wreckers be it said,” wrote one such critic,
“that they never have refused to listen to the calls of
humanity, even when doing so has often been to
their loss. The cases are numerous where they
81. Andrews v. Wall & Geiger, Florida Supreme Court file no.
0860. Both the territorial Court of Appeals and the United
States Supreme Court affirmed Marvin’s decree. Wall v.
Andrews, 3 Howard 568.
82. Jones v. Barker, Florida Supreme Court file no. 0865.
83. Marvin, Wreck and Salvage, p. 253.
84. Ibid., p. 131.
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have left their wrecking ground, and carried wrecked passengers upwards of a hundred miles, furnishing the passengers with food and passage free of
charge." 85
Most of the elements in wrecking, the bad as well
as the good, are found in the story of the ship Ajax. 86
About 3 o’clock on the afternoon of Monday,
November 14, 1836, Richard Roberts, master of the
schooner Splendid, discovered a ship ashore on the
eastern part of Carysfort Reef. On boarding her
an hour later, he found that she was the Ajax, Captain Charles A. Heim, from New York to Mobile
with an assorted cargo. Captain Heim at first refused assistance, but about 7 o’clock he called for
help. Roberts brought the Splendid alongside and
transshipped cargo until midnight. The violence
of the wind and waves, which parted the schooner’s
“fasts and chains,” then made him haul off, but
he anchored and promised to remain to relieve the
passengers and crew, if need be. In about half an
hour his anchor broke, and he stood off and on in
the Gulf, having first sent a boat to the master,
telling him to raise a light if he needed help.
The Splendid got back to the Ajax about 8 o’clock
Tuesday morning, when W. H. Bethel arrived with
the sloop Sudlow. The latter, at Captain Heim’s request, at once took off the 40 cabin passengers and
their baggage, the sloop’s cabin and deck being
reserved for their accommodation. “The wind &
sea becoming severe, the sloop parted her fasts &
chains, split two of her timbers & injured her bend
& bow.” As it was too dangerous to stay alongside, the Sudlow moved off and transshipped cargo
by boat. Her underdeck was loaded by 6 o’clock in
85. “Wrecks, Wrecking, Wreckers, and Wreckees on Florida
Reef,” Hunt’s Merchants’ Magazine, VI (1842), 349, 350; see
also, Nordhoff, loc. cit., p. 584, for similar testimony.
86. Housman v.. Ship Ajax, Florida Supreme Court file no. 0865.
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the evening. The Sudlow’s crew then helped load
the Splendid, hoisting goods from the Ajax's hold,
as the ship had bilged during the morning. At midnight the Sudlow left for Key West.
During the afternoon, the schooners Caroline and
Fair American and the sloop Thistle had arrived.
Their masters, John Wood, Latham Brightman, and
Daniel Post, had consorted “ton for ton & man for
man” to save goods from the Ajax. Their combined crews, 24 men, worked all night and “broke
out of the lower hold by diving, damaged goods
sufficient to load the Thistle by 8 o’clock the next
morning.” When the Thistle dropped off from the
wreck, “she struck on the stock of an anchor carried out from the . . . [Ajax] - beat a hole in her bottom sunk & was totally lost with nearly all her lading, the weather preventing the other vessels rendering any effectual assistance, & even compelling
them to seek shelter in Caesar’s Creek.”
In spite of the weather, the Splendid succeeded in
completing her load by 9 o’clock Wednesday morning. The schooner Hester Ann, William C. Greene,
master, then pulled alongside and loaded up by sundown. Her place was promptly taken by the sloop
Mount Vernon, Austin Packer, master. The Mount
Vernon loaded till midnight, when “it commenced
blowing so hard that she hauled off for safety. All
hands continued laboring in the hole of the ship
rescuing merchandise from the water till 3 o’clock in
the morning.’’ At daylight Thursday, the Mount
Vernon was again brought alongside and was loaded
by 10 o’clock. The Splendid, Hester Ann, and Mount
Vernon then took on the steerage passengers and
crew, about 50 in all, and their baggage, and sailed
for Key West, where they arrived Friday morning.
That morning the Fair American ventured out
from the shelter of Caesar’s Creek, to which she
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promptly returned after leaving most of the combined crew of her consortship on the abandoned
Ajax. Although the weather was still rough, the
crew broke out cargo until Monday, when the Fair
American and Caroline returned to be loaded. The
sloop Van Buren, chartered by William F. English,
reached the wreck Monday, and the sloop Sara Isabella, Jacob Housman, master, arrived the next day.
Sided by the “reciprocal services” of the crews of
the Thistle and Fair American, the late comers saved a quantity of goods “by diving them up from
the lower hold.”
After the Ajax had again been abandoned, the
schooner Endeavor, William Bethel, master, put in
a belated appearance on Saturday, November 27,
and “dived up goods.” Finally, the Splendid and
Sudlow, the first two wreckers on the scene, returned
to glean, by diving, a cargo of wet and damaged
goods.
When the masters of the several wrecking vessels
filed their libels for salvage, Captain Heim admitted
the justice of all except Housman’s and Brightman’s
claims. His charge that the Fair American’s cargo
of ready-made clothing, silks, and cottons, worth
$2,000, had been landed at Indian Key, and that
articles loaded on the Sarah Isbella had also been
embezzled, were substantiated, and Judge Webb declared forfeited the individual shares of Housman
and Brightman. The salvage decreed was 35 percent on goods saved dry, 50 percent on goods saved
wet and damaged.
When wrecked property was taken into Key West,
its disposition afforded employment and profit to
many persons. Salvaged cargo was required to be
consigned by the captain of a wrecked vessel to
some resident of the island, who acted as his business agent. Usually a merchant was chosen who was
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also the owner of wharves and warehouses. In addition to receiving the customary wharfage and
warehouse fees, the master’s agent was entitled to
5 percent upon all moneys disbursed by him for
wharfage, storage, labor, etc., and 1 percent upon
revenue bonds, if they were necessary. If salvage
was awarded in kind, the property had to be appraised, and appraisers received $10 a day for their
services. If salvage was paid in money, the goods
were sold by the United States marshal, whose costs
were about 2 percent. Both the salvors and the
owners were required to be represented in court by
proctors, or lawyers. The libelant's proctor received 3 percent of the salvage and a flat fee of
$20 charged to the property. The respondent’s
proctor received 3 3/4 percent upon the residue of the
property, except when salvage and expenses exceeded 50 percent of the value. In such cases he received 3 percent. If there was any doubt as to
whether a salvaged vessel was seaworthy, the court
ordered a survey, and the surveyors, usually three
in number, each received $5 a day. 87 There were
other charges upon the property, incident to refitting vessels to continue their voyages, which gave
employment to shipwrights and carpenters and profit to ship chandlers. There were also, for merchants, the profit of resale of wrecked property.
An anonymous description of Key West in 1851
stated truly that wrecking “is the principal reliance of all the business men, mechanics, and laborers of the place." 88
The average annual total revenue from wrecking
between 1844 and 1859 was $200,181, of which salvage was $114,378 and expenses $86,677. Total salvage for these 16 years was $1,832,059, total ex87. Marvin, Wreck and Salvage, pp. 301-305.
88. “Key West, Florida,” loc. cit., p. 55.
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penses were $1,370,841, and total salvage and expenses were $3,202,900. This last figure was the
total charge on salvaged vessels and cargoes valued
at $25,453,744. Thus the wreckers’ toll was only
12.5 percent, with actual salvage 7.2 percent. Data
as to expenses and value of vessels and cargo prior
to 1844 are not available, but the actual salvage
awarded from 1831 to 1859 was $2,760,711, or an
annual average of $70,779. The leanest year for the
wreckers was 1834, with salvage of only $32,040;
the best, 1859, with salvage of $198,404. Salvage
exceeded $100,000 only three times before 1850:
$174,132 in 1835, $107,495 in 1837, and $124,400 in
1846. It dropped below that figure three times after 1850: $75,850 in 1851, $80,112 in 1852, and $82,400 in 1855.
The community in which this business centered
was never much more than a village in size. In 1838
Key West had less than 500 white inhabitants ; 89
in 1850 its white population numbered 1,825, and in
1860 only 2,241. 90 Insurance companies, which bore
the burden of loss from shipwrecks, saw in Key
West’s monopoly of wrecking the cause of many of
their woes. One writer graphically summarized
their complaint as follows : “The marshal advertises the goods . . . the auction sale comes on, and
thirty to forty thousand dollars worth of goods are
sold on an island containing about five or six merchants, nearly a hundred miles from any inhabited
land. . . The day of sale arrives. Who are the bidders? The aforesaid five merchants! How easily
89. The Florida census of 1838 gave Monroe County a population
of 452 whites. The entire population of the county was in
Key West, for Key Vacas, Indian Key, and Cape Florida
were then in Dade County, and it is improbable that any
returns were received from the mainland south of Charlotte
Harbor. H. Doc. 208, 25th Cong., 3d sess. [347], p. 25.
90. U. S. Superintendent of the Census, Ninth Census of the
United States: 1870 (Washington, 1872, 3 vols.), I, 98.
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might these merchants agree not to run the one the
other on his bid, and thus a whole cargo, worth
thirty thousand dollars, might be divided among
them at a cost of about two thousand dollars each
or less." 91
In order to create competition with Key West,
which would prevent “many gross frauds committed upon underwriters,” the underwriters of the
principal commercial cities of the country tried
vainly in 1838 to have Indian Key made a port of
entry. 92 But circumstances conspired to increase,
rather than decrease, Key West’s hold on the business. Indian disturbances caused the virtual abandonment of the settlements at Cape Florida, Indian
Key, and Key Vacas in the early forties, and thereafter all wrecking vessels sailed from Key West.
Another complaint of the underwriters was that
they suffered loss from premature sales of wrecked
property, which might have been avoided if they had
had time to send an agent to pay salvage in money,
or to purchase goods when sale was necessary. 93
The early practice was to send a special agent from
Boston or New York when word of a major wreck
was received. Thus, when the James was wrecked
in 1836, the underwriters sent an agent posthaste.
The James went ashore March 27, word of the wreck
reached Key West April 3, libel proceedings were
instituted April 19, and Oliver H. Jones, special
agent for the underwriters, intervened in the suit
on May 19, to prevent unnecessary sale of part of
the cargo. Incidentally, while in Key West, Jones
heard that there had been a collusive agreement
between the master of the James and the masters
of four of the 12 vessels that wrecked the ship. The
91. “Wrecks, Wrecking, Wreckers, and Wreckees on Florida
Reef,” loc. cit., p. 351.
92. S. Docs. 54 and 55, 25th Cong., 3d sess. [339].
93. S. Docs. 429 and 447, 25th Cong., 2d sess. [318].
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four masters had agreed to pay $2,500 for the exclusive privilege of wrecking the James. The agent
tracked one of them to his home on Long Island,
and secured an affidavit which resulted in the forfeiture of the salvage awarded to the guilty
wreckers. 94
Similarly, a special agent was sent in 1838, when
the ship Bombay ran on a reef near the Tortugas.
The underwriters did not hear of the disaster until
some 20 days after it had occurred. When their
agent, Alden Gifford, reached Key West, he found
that the master of the Bombay had sold her hull for
$1,400 to wreckers who purchased her salvaged rigging and materials in Key West for $3,000, and
promptly resold the refitted ship to a New Orleans
company for $12,000. Gifford pursued the Bombay
to New Orleans, hoping to seize her there, but what
luck he had does not appear. 95
The underwriters finally adopted the obvious
remedy about 1844, and stationed a resident agent
at Key West to look after their interests. By 1858
there were also resident in the town consuls or
vice consuls for Great Britain, France, Spain, Belgium, and Russia. 96
Until the middle of the nineteenth century, no
complete survey had been made of the Florida reef.
The inadequate, and often inaccurate, nautical
charts in use were based on the old Spanish charts,
on those made by the British between 1763 and 1784,
and on a few more recent, but limited, British surveys. 97 The lighthouse system, too, had deteriorated
with the destruction of Cape Florida lighthouse by
the Indians in 1836 98 and of the Key West and Sand
94. Jones v. Barker, loc. cit.
95. S. Doc. 429, 25th Cong., 2d sess. [318], pp. 3-5.
96. Marvin, Wreck and Salvage, p. 341.
97. Hunt’s Merchants’ Magazine, XIX (1848), 427.
98. Niles’ Register, L (Aug. 13, 1836), 393.
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Key lighthouses by the hurricane of October 10,
1846. 99 It is true that appropriations were made in
1837 and 1838 for rebuilding the Cape Florida light
and for a new lighthouse on Carysfort Reef, 100 and
a survey for lighthouse sites was actually made in
the latter year, 101 but nothing more was done for
almost 10 years.
As the commerce of the Straits increased, however, it became increasingly evident that measures
should be taken to prevent the serious loss to the
nation’s commercial facilities occasioned by shipwrecks there. This was no sectional or local question, Stephen R. Mallory pointed out, in 1848, when
advocating a survey of the Florida reef, for threefifths of the cargoes lost there came down the Mississippi River, and three-fourths of the vessels were
owned in the northern and eastern states. “Upon
this great highway of commerce,” he said, “where
the property of every section of our Union is afloat,
the object of those familiar with the peculiar perils
which beset it should be not only to make the route
thoroughly safe, but to remove every excuse for
shipwrecks." 102
The coast survey of the Florida reef and keys,
which was to result in the excellent hydrographic
charts now available was begun in January, 1849. 103
Appropriations for rebuilding the lighthouses at
Key West and Sand Key, and for erecting a lighthouse at Carysfort Reef, were made in March,
1847, 104 and the rebuilt Cape Florida light was lit
for the first time in April of that year. 105 The Key
West light was speedily completed, being lit on Feb99. “Key West, Florida," loc. cit., pp. 56, 58.
100. 5 U. S. Statutes at Large, 185, 1292.
101. H. Doc. 158, 25th Cong., 3d sess. [347].
102. S. Doc. 30, 30th Cong., 2d sess. [531], p. 12.
103. H. Doc. 12, 31st Cong., 2d sess. [598], p. 39.
104. S. Doc. 224, 29th Cong., 2d sess. [495], p. 53.
105. Hunt's Merchants’ Magazine, XVII (1847), 205.
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ruary 10, 1848, 106 but the Sand Key and Carysfort
lights presented difficult engineering problems.
Erected at a cost of approximately $100,000 each,
the Carysfort lighthouse was lit March 10, 1852,
that at Sand Key July 20, 1853. 107 As the coast
survey progressed and the system of lighthouses
was extended up and down the reef, the business
of the wreckers decreased to such an extent that, in
1874, sight of the Alligator Reef lighthouse brought
from a former wrecker the comment, “I wish them
d---d lights was sunk below the sea." 108
The wrecking business continued, however, well
up into the next century. Between 1900 and 1910,
inclusive, more than $220,000 salvage was awarded
by court decree, and more than $100,000 was paid
for claims settled out of court. 109 It was just 100
years after the United States acquired the Floridas
that the wrecking license register of the court was
closed, in December, 1921. 110 This marked the end
of “an established & well defined profession, distinct
from & unconnected with all other occupations,”
which was, in the words of Judge Webb, “on a coast
like this, when properly pursued . . . not only essentially beneficial to commerce, but . . . honorable in
itself. 111
106. Ibid., XVIII (1848), 447.
107. Ibid., XXVI (1852), 496; H. Doc. 3, 33d Cong., 2d sess.
[780], 319, 331.
108. F. Trench Townshend, Wild Life in Florida . . . (London:
Hurst and Blackett, 1875), p. 230.
109. Browne, op. cit., p. 167.
110. Survey of Federal Archives, Inventory of Federal Archives
in the States, Series II, The Federal Courts, No. 9 - Florida
(Jacksonville : Historical Records Survey, 1940), p. 32.
111. Curry v. Barque Howard. Florida Supreme Court file no.
0861.
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